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gammadia
Gammadia on early jewish
and christian garments
john W welch and claire foley

among the textile fragments excavated at masada were the
remains of pieces of fabric with L shaped cloth markings affixed to
them dating to before AD 73 these are among the very earliest
known examples of such marked garments scholars refer to these
markings as gammadia
gammadia some of them be
being
ing shaped like the
greek letter gamma F
T though similar patterns have been found
in several locations the significance of these markings remains
unknown to archaeologists and art historians because these markings seem to appear artistically in conjunction with some hope for
life or glory after death their presence on the clothing found at
masada may reflect something about the religious hopes and convictions
vict ions of the jewish fighters who died there

ganimadia
gammadia
Gam
Gani madia
madla at masada
nearly all cloth found at masada is fragmentary representing
only a proportion of each original textile as made and first used
three of the numerous cloth samples found at masada contained
gammadia each of which was a purple color found on both dyed
gammadia
and undyed wool of the three one fragment appears to have
been a notched band sewn on wool that had been dyed a salmon
pink color this marking is likely to have been part of a notched
band or possibly a notched gamma 2 the other two fragments
one of which is almost certainly from a rectangular mantle 3
show L shaped gammas the ends of one gamma are notched the
other is plain
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gammadia
madia from masada are all quite simple all
whereas the gam
appear to be right angle patterns in artifacts from other sites the
markings referred to as gammadia
gam madia could also be of a second design
a straight bar with two prongs at each end 4 goodenough notes
that the word gamma itself gives some idea of what the basic
marking looked like but there are many variations of it the word
gamma has been used for the mark in any shape only adding to
the perplexity surrounding the great variety of forms in which the
mark could appear 5

garnmadia
Garn madla
Gam
madia findings
other gammadia
additional finds show that these markings were widely used
as jewish symbols in the greco roman period well preserved
examples of L shaped gam
gammadia
madia were found at the site of the bargammadia
madia have also been found in a cache
kokhba excavations 6 Gam
of clothing believed to be hipatia
himatia shawls that was discovered in
an embankment at dura europos 7 goodenough notes that only
certain jewish clothing in dura europos would have had these
ornaments or marks on them
it seems to me highly unlikely that the ordinary clothing at dura was
either white or ornamented in the way we see it in the paintings or
in original textiles these ornate fragments may well have come from
a sacred vestry instead of from a repository of ordinary clothing 8

gammadia
madia the
the dura findings include another variation in the gam

ornament sometimes takes the form of a stripe ending in an arrow
which also is represented in the synagogue 9 interestingly the
talmud demands that priests execute their most sacred religious
duty that of sacrifice by applying the blood of the sacrificial animal to the altar in a gamma pattern he made the single application in the shape of a greek gamma zebahim
Zebahirn
zebahirn
blin
biln 53b 10
him
further examples include gamma patterns on a jewish ossuary
from mt scopus dating to the second century AD
adli
ad11 on several coffins
and mummy cases from egypt one of which features a short
notched band that appears on the left shoulder of a woman12
woman 12
hid
iid from palmyra syria13
lid
on a sarcophagus ild
Syria 13 in a relief on a stone
door of a jewish tomb14
tomb 14 on a banner from roman egypt15
Egypt 15
pieces of art depicting moses as an infant 16 or moses as the lawgiver17
lawgiver17
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other paintings including one of a priest wearing the anubis mask
mask1818
a portrait of virgil19
Virgil 19 various wall paintings from dura europos
from before AD 25620
256 20 a wall painting in the fourth century chapel
of the exodus in western egypt21
Egypt 21 and even on textiles from fourth
drapings
drapings
century AD egypt which depict gammas on clothing drawings
and spreads 22
these notched bands and gammas are also seen in many early
christian fifth century AD mosaics found in rome ravenna and
naples almost all the mantles of biblical figures have one gamma
marking near the knee occasionally they are depicted with a
notched band 23 further evidence indicates that mantles were still
ath century in other words the depicin regular use until about the 6th
tions of men in white mantles with purple gammas frequently
found in christian art of the fourth and fifth century belong to a
period when the garment was still current and familiar 24 in addition to their appearing on clothing gammas in ravenna mosaics are
11
velis 25
pictured on altar cloths
claths and veils

what did these marks mean
yadin
badin felt
that if these markings did at one time have significance later artists
and weavers were no longer aware of it and simply used the markings for design 26 he recognizes that if these signs were misunder0127
1127
27
stood in ancient times they are even more so in modem literature 3127
the banner from roman egypt mentioned above portrays
what could be a figure of victory with four right angled marks
with double pronged ends in the corners of the banner this has
been variously regarded by some as a military banner a decoration
or a souvenir of war 28 others however believe it is of religious signific
ance probably having been carried in a procession of some
nificance
group that hoped for immortality 29

the significance of these markings is much disputed

since victory so commonly appears as a symbol of immortality and
such bars are so artificially emphasized on funerary figures it seems
more likely that the egyptian banner which we assume came originally from a grave had had a religious rather than a military use 30

other evidence supports the idea that these markings had
religious meaning goodenough notes that these markings often
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appear on significant religious paintings and figures 331 admitting
that his opinion has not been fully substantiated he nevertheless
believes the importance of the dura and palmyra art and textiles in
which these markings are depicted substantiates the marks religious and symbolic significance calling clothing that contains gam
madia ceremonial garments with symbolic force perhaps from
a ritualistic treasure of items the nature of which neither the
1131
32
paintings nor the textiles unfortunately make explicit 1132
more evidence for a religious significance according to goodenough comes from documentation that the markings are usually
in connection with burial and are usually placed in consistent locations on the clothing they are not just random decorations As
cloths and
hugh nibley adds they can also be associated with altar claths
the veil of the temple 33 indeed the markings on the garments
found at dura goodenough remarks may have had sacral or ritualistic significance for apparently the gamma was worn by those
of high authority in the church or of great power in government
1

near the ends of the himation shawl

as represented in the syna-

gogue paintings usually heavy marks appear marks that seem
always to end in a square prong
this greek dress of striped chiton tunic and marked himation will appear only on characters of
especial sanctity heavenly beings or the very great patriarchs 34

nevertheless the meaning of these patterns whether at masada
or elsewhere remains obscure As nibley has said in summing up
the problem of determining just what these symbols meant these
things do get around they become lost they become simply
designs nobody understands what they are
thus we speculate
as we try to reconstruct them 35
john W welch is the robert K thomas professor of law at brigham young univer sity claire foley is research editor at FARMS
versity
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1917rom
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from the fifth century at tamara goodenough jewish symbols 9l63
11 figure 127
yadin
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bharga oasis libyan desert ahmed fakhry
from the fourth century at kharga
kharga
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bagawdt in kbarga
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el bagawat
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badin findsfrom
finds from
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32
goodenough jewish symbols 9128 164
33
33goodenough
goodenough recounts the numerous instances of the markings appearing
on ancient paintings of garments of important religious figures see goodenough
jewish symbols 9126 28 figures include abraham jonah solomon moses elijah samuel ezekiel the twelve heads of the tribes of israel and others but do
the marks appear on clothing of less significant people
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goodenough jewish symbols 988 89 see also 164 n 300
the annunciation and the coming of the magi a mosaic at santa
maria maggiore rome see the marks on dress at ravenna in deichmosaiken
saiken von ravenna
mann frilchristliche
frfichristliche sic bauten und Mo
316 321 and the mosaics in sant apollinare
passim esp figs 316321
nuovo among these the mosaic representing the kiss of judas fig
187 especially intrigues us since christ and the apostles have the
prong ended angle garment mark on the himation shawl but
judas does not we can draw no conclusions however because the
artist may have not shown it with judas simply because in turning for
the kiss judas hides the part of the garment where the mark would
normally have appeared
see also nibley sacred vestments 109
34

another ravenna mosaic c

shows the priest king melchizedek in a purple cloak offering bread and wine at the altar genesis
gam
of gum
1418 20 the white altar cloth is decorated with two sets ofgam
zam
madia as well as the so called seal of melchizedek two interlocked squares in gold abel offers his lamb as abraham gently
pushes isaac forward the hand of god reaches down to this sacred
madia on
meeting through the red veils adorned with golden gam
gammadia
re at sacrifice of christ which brings
either side the theme is the ggreat
together the righteous prophets from the past as well as the four corners of the present world thereby uniting all time and space
35

nibley sacred vestments
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